
Our measures during COVID-19 outbreak:
VBSP enhances the access of the poor and
other last-mile populations to responsible

financial services

Since establishment, VBSP has defined the most essential

targets are sustainable poverty alleviation and living quality

improvement. Over 17 years of operation, VBSP has helped 36.5

million turns of the poor and other disadvantaged groups access

inclusive finance services. 

To contribute to the accessibility to banking services for the

economy, especially to ensure financial services deliver value to

the poor, help them overcome crisis and enable them to

prosper, VBSP has implemented some key areas:

Broaden banking service
network and channels

VBSP has established such a wide

network with 63 provincial branches,

631 district transaction offices and

10,956 commune transaction points

throughout the country with 200,000

Savings and Credit Groups and more

than 6.6 million customers.

Read more »

Provide various credit schemes
for vulnerable people

As the decline of the number of the

poor households, VBSP launched a

number of new programs to support the

poor and other beneficiaries demand in

many aspects as well as increased the

loan size for available programs.

Read more »

Design products towards
convenience for customers

VBSP has studied and developed

appropriate services for vulnerable

population living in rural and

disadvantaged areas. The savings

outstanding balance reached VND

22,340 billion (USD 971 thousand) in

2019 with 45% of the total from SCG

members.

Read more »

Develop digital financial services
based on IT technology

modernization

VBSP has launched the SMS banking

service for the poor and other

disadvantaged groups in 63 provinces

nationwide in order to inform customers’

account balances (loan, savings), loans

repayment schedule, overdue debt

transfer, policy credit information.

Read more»

Enhance customer protection
and procedure simplifications to

increase financial service
accessibility 

VBSP has simplified the credit

procedures and provided several

methods to receive customers'

feedback. Also, VBSP has

strengthened the capacity of officials in

credit procedures for individuals and

businesses, as well as promptly

updated on website for people easily

accessing information.

Read more »

   VBSP staff guides customer about lending   

   procedures
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